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[Contains Episodes 015 - 037] Damian and the others finally make it to the the floating country
of Sky Japan so that Damian could keep his end of the bargain to help the Knight Sisters find
their mother. Unfortunately, things aren't going to be that simple, especially after Damian and
the Knight Sisters become entangled in a brutal power struggle between warring criminal
syndicates and anti-government factions. On top of that, Damian is given a job to save
hundreds of children from the most powerful and sadistic ringleader of the Sky Japan criminal
underworld, and he has three different military groups and his vengeful enemy closing in on
him from all sides, and only four hours to deal with them all before everything goes to hell.
[PREVIOUSLY PUBLISHED AS 'DARK-BOY']
Om general Eakers liv og især om hans virke under 2. vedenskrig.
Traditional Chinese edition of Middle School: Get Me out of Here! by James Patterson. In
Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong
Books, Inc.
Seventeen-year-old Allison Montgomery is stuck spending another summer with her
grandparents and prepares herself for another dull and routine visit. But with strange dreams
invading her slumber, a rocky friendship with her grandparents' teenage neighbor, John
Whitman, and a romance with local heart-throb, Logan Tucker, it's just the beginning of a
summer she'll never forget.John and Logan expose Allison to their different beliefs, leading her
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down paths of both light and darkness, while bizarre nightmares continue to plague her nights.
And when she discovers her feelings for each boy isn't what she expected, she's left uncertain
about everything - including her sanity.In the end, Allison must choose, not only which
relationship is worth saving, but what she truly believes in. She'll find that some decisions are
forever.
A circus stakeout puts Toby Peters at the bottom of the food chain The gorilla doesn’t like
clowns. Normally that wouldn’t bother Toby Peters, since detective work tends to keep him far
away from animal cages, but tonight he’s dressed as a clown and locked in with the ape. The
animal’s handler told him not to worry—gorillas don’t eat people. They just like to tear their
arms and legs off. What the ape doesn’t understand is that Peters is here for his protection.
Earlier that week, someone electrocuted an elephant, and the gorilla, as one of the star
attractions in this second-rate circus, is next on the hit list. Someone is killing animals to kill the
circus, and if that doesn’t work they may move on to human prey. Toby Peters has a shot at
unraveling this big top mystery, as long as he survives his night in the gorilla’s cage.
A WOMAN WHO WANTS TO FIND LOVE ... WILL DO WHATEVER IT TAKES FOR A
HAPPILY-EVER-AFTER ... EVEN TANGLING WITH A PSYCHOPATH ... YET, LOVE HAS
THE POWER TO ... CONQUER ALL OBSTACLES. Middle-aged divorcee, Tara Robstead,
wants more than a secret love affair with her boss, Josh Henderson. Yet, her search for a
happily-ever-after costs her more than a price paid in blood-her soul is slaughtered. Now
confined in a mental hospital, she must confront her greatest fears in order to break a
psychopath's control over her fractured mind. Against the ticking clock, Josh must face his true
love for Tara before it's too late. Together, Tara and Josh can stand united to ... CONQUER
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ALL OBSTACLES.
It is said that the freedom from slavery would not have been possible without the public
sentiment that was created when the Novel "Uncle Tom's Cabin" was released by Harriet
Beecher Stowe. All over the world the cry for freedom was heard. This musical is true to the
tale of Uncle Tom. He was a godly man who chose to lay down his life that others would find
salvation. This is a wonderful musical version of the very important novel that ended slavery in
America.
An anxious twenty-nine year old, Sara Hughes embarks on a wild ride throughout the South
with her want to be private eye friend in search of love. The target, Steve, was to be married to
one of the wealthiest girls in the state but on the day of the big event he gets cold feet and
challenges the abandoned bride and Sara to a game of Tug of War.

The town of Linhart had never seen a sophisticated beauty like Sydney Baines,
and Russ Klein suspected that whatever had brought the long-legged detective
all the way to the Texas Hill Country couldn't be good. And he was right—years of
weaning his mother away from Las Vegas's high rollers would be wasted and her
gambling addiction would be back in full swing once Sydney's news about his
long-lost inheritance got out. At first the big-city sleuth didn't believe it. The
harder she pushed the stubborn Texan to take the money, the harder he resisted.
Could she pass up the finder's fee her family desperately needed so the
charming backwoods adventurer could keep his secret? Because it looked as if
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botching her assignment was the only way she could catch her man….
The day started out as just another day at a junior high in Winterset, Iowa. But
that normal day ended with an apocalyptic invasion by the alien Reficulians.
Eleven-year-old Derrick, the main character and narrator, survived the first day
through a fluke in alien technology. Not knowing if it was just Winterset that was
attacked or the whole world, he eventually finds others. One by one the young
survivors come together in a fight for survival. They soon meet up with another
alien who is a Keltian and is on their side. Unable to defeat the Reficulians on
their own, Earth’s survivors recruit a small band of kids and give each of them
special abilities, not knowing if this will be enough to help them save the planet.
The young people face challenges, encounter more survivors, and through trial
and error learn to use their abilities to fight the Reficulians. Will their power be
enough to conquer the alien species that has already obliterated other worlds?
Can these kids outwit and outmaneuver a superior race to save planet Earth?
Fernando Dagnino’s (Blade Runner: Origins) stunning debut graphic novel about
a rogue android who becomes self-aware and discovers what it means to be
alive. The near future… Yuki – unaffectionally called “Scrappy” by her owner, tech
giant Hirochi Tonazzi – is a Smart Girl: an android servant used for everything
from security to carnal pleasure. When she begins to malfunction, Hirochi
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replaces her and orders Yuki to be destroyed. But something in Yuki awakens
and, taking a stand against her abusive master, she becomes self-aware…
Believed to be defective and hostile, she is hunted by her creators through a city
rife with anti-android sentiment. But Yuki plans to fight back for the only thing that
truly matters – her freedom to live.
Born to fail! That's what many would say about the beginning of Stormy
Wellington's life. Born to a mother who wanted to abort her, Stormy didn't have
the best of beginnings. Raised mostly by her brothers and family friends while her
mother took care of her business in the streets, it didn't seem like Stormy had any
kind of path to success. And for a while, Stormy found herself caught up in the
life of hustling and drug dealing, scheming and stripping. But even in the midst of
that life, Stormy had a dream. Inside she knew she would rise above it all. She
was determined never to be a product of that environment. The Quiet Storm is
the autobiographical journey of Stormy Wellington as she overcame all the traps
of her life. Not even her pregnancy at the age of fifteen stopped Stormy from
shaping her future and taking control of her destiny. Stormy endured a life that
was filled with pain, but instead of being a victim, she embraced her past,
understanding the entire time that every situation and circumstance was a part of
her process and would help her along her road to success. Today, Stormy
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Wellington is one of the top network marketers in the country and for the first
time, this renowned motivational speaker and life coach, shares her story. The
Quiet Storm is a story of hope and purpose and will leave you feeling encouraged
and inspired, knowing that by embracing your past, like Stormy, you can step into
the magnificence of your future!
Friendship, heart, and awkward middle-school humor come together in this laughout-loud adventure as a group of kids take a class trip that doesn't quite live up to
their expectations.
My life used to be simple. I woke up, hit the road, and offed some witches. Yeah,
I’m a witch hunter. Killing witches is my fate—embedded in my DNA—and I thrive
on it. Or I did...until one of them ended up in my bed…And heart. Amanda
Bishop—infuriating, arrogant, stab-worthy—proclaimed she’d fight Lucifer himself
over my soul. My treacherous heart believed her. Then, she ran. Again.
Amanda’s best friend, Bonnie, thinks she’s in trouble, the killing kind. Bonnie
works her charm on my brother, and he offers our services to find Amanda, the
witch that broke my heart. The Bishop residency is ransacked—Amanda, her
sister, and nephew missing. My new mission? Find Amanda. Preferably, alive.
But I get more than I bargained for when secrets are revealed. They will either
make or break the hunter-witch love story. In the end, it solely depends on fate.
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Forced to flee her abusive fiancé, Cassandra Shay’s disappearance into
Montana territory is delayed when she discovers her fiancé and uncle’s plot to
murder her illegitimate brother and another innocent cowboy. Ty Bishop hates
the Shays, but accompanies Jake Curtis to meet Jake’s newfound uncle, Derrick
Shay. Ty’s suspicions are confirmed when he and Jake are imprisoned and left
to drown. After Cassie frees them, the men travel with her for her own protection.
When they arrive in Montana, the locals are horrified to discover a Shay in their
midst, but Ty is drawn to Cassie like no other and is determined to win her heart.
Despite her strong attraction to Ty, Cassie knows she must keep her distance to
protect him from the hired guns the Shays send to retrieve her. But their love will
not be denied, and they must fight for justice before forging their future together.
"You know when you're looking at someone and you can't help but smile at how
oblivious they are to their own charm? That's what was happening to me, and it
was making me feel...happy. Euphoric. Something indescribable. It was like we
already knew each other, like we had met in a previous life. Memories that didn't
exist began exploding in my mind like fireworks."-As computers are increasingly embedded into our everyday environments, the
objects therein become augmented with sensors, processing and communication
capabilities and novel interfaces. The capability for objects to perceive the
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environment, store and process data, pursue goals, reason about their intentions
and coordinate actions in a holistic manner gives rise to the so-called Intelligent
Environment (IE). In such environments, real space becomes augmented with
digital content, thus transcending the limits of nature and of human perception.
The result is a pervasive transparent infrastructure capable of recognizing,
responding and adapting to individuals in a seamless and unobtrusive way. The
realization of Intelligent Environments requires the convergence of different
disciplines such as information and computer science, building architecture,
material engineering, artificial intelligence, sociology, art and design. The 5th
International Conference on Intelligent Environments (IE’09), held at the
Polytechnic University of Catalonia, Castelldefels, Barcelona, Spain, provides a
multidisciplinary forum for researchers and engineers from across the world to
present their latest research and to discuss future directions in the area of
Intelligent Environments. The IE’09 proceedings contain the complete
conference program including full papers presented at special sessions and short
papers from the doctoral colloquium and poster session. In addition, three
thought provoking invited lectures on topics of current and future IE research are
included.
The truth about the links will be deadly for Llad Fleck. No one ever told him about
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the psychic traits of his Viking ancestors and their extraordinary heritage?or how
they died. He never heard that a powerful paranormal research institute in
London considered him a lethal threat. All Llad knows for sure is that the men he
plays ball against complain that he has “mad skills not suitable for a teenager.”
When Llad meets an eccentric parapsychologist, she tells him she has waited
decades just to teach him to expand his mind to access his unique gifts. Although
her stories come across as too far-fetched, Llad tries studying her techniques.
Even if he does have some kind of ancient link, Llad questions if he has the talent
or patience to grasp the preternatural senses she thinks he inherited. After
multiple killings shatter Llad’s life, he still doesn’t know who is behind the brutal
murders or why he’s involved. He finally realizes that he is now fighting for his
life against a fanatical enemy who thinks Llad controls the secrets of his Norse
fore-fathers. Llad knows nothing about any of this and takes off halfway around
the world searching for clues about his cryptic lineage while constantly being
distracted by dreams of a mysterious girl who might be the key to his mastering
the bizarre psychic gifts he will need to survive.
Social psychology has a profound influence on our everyday lives; from our
shopping habits to our interactions at a party. It seeks to answer questions that
we often think and talk about; questions such as: - What circumstances prompt
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people to help, or not to help? - What factors influence the ups and downs of our
close relationships? - Why do some people behave differently when on their own
compared to in a group? - What leads individuals sometimes to hurt, and other
times to help one another? - Why are we attracted to certain types of people? How do some persuade others to do what they want? This new edition of Social
Psychology has been revised to introduce a more flexible structure for teaching
and studying. It includes up-to-date, international research with an emphasis
throughout on its critical evaluation. Applied examples across the chapters help
to highlight the relevance, and hence the impact, that the theories and methods
of this fascinating subject have upon the social world. Key Features Include: Research Close-Up:?Following a brand-new style, this feature matches the
layout used in research papers, providing an accessible introduction to journal
articles and the research methods used by social psychologists. - Focus
On:?Fully revised, these boxes look at opposing viewpoints, controversial
research or alternative approaches to the topics. This offers a more critical
outlook and prompts the questioning of the validity of published research Recommended Readings:?New to this edition, recommended further readings of
both classic and contemporary literature have been added to each chapter,
providing a springboard for further consideration of the topics. Connect
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Psychology is McGraw-Hill’s digital learning and teaching environment. Students
– You get easy online access to homework, tests and quizzes designed by your
instructor. You receive immediate feedback on how you’re doing, making it the
perfect platform to test your knowledge. Lecturers – Connect gives you the power
to create auto-graded assignments, tests and quizzes online. The detailed visual
reporting allows you to easily monitor your students’ progress. In addition, you
can access key support materials for your teaching, including a testbank, seminar
materials and lecture support. Visit:?http://connect.mcgraw-hill.com?for more
details. Professor David N. Myers holds the Sady and Ludwig Kahn Chair in
Jewish History. As of fall 2017, he serves as the director of the Luskin Center for
History and Policy. He previously served as chair of the UCLA History
Department (2010-2015) and as director of the UCLA Center for Jewish Studies
(1996-2000 and 2004-2010). Dr Jackie Abell is a Reader in Social Psychology
with the Research Centre for Agroecology, Water and Resilience, based at
Coventry University, UK. Her current areas of research interest include the
application of social psychology to wildlife conservation and environmental issues
to facilitate resilience and sustainable development, place attachment and
identity, social cohesion and inclusion. Professor Fabio Sani holds a Chair in
Social and Health Psychology at the University of Dundee. His general research
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interest concerns the mental and physical health implications of group processes,
social identity and sense of belonging. He has been an associate editor of the
European Journal of Social Psychology.
It is hypothesized that more general syntagmatic categories await the formation
of a paradigmatic category of verb, and that this in turn awaits complex
sentences in which verbs are treated as mental objects by other predicates.
Now that Connor Cohen is dead, Silas Cohen is free to live the life he wants. But
there are still two men in the way. When Enzo Juarez tries to make a new deal
with Fiona, her good intentions get the best of her and she unexpectedly puts
Silas in danger. Can Alex’s connections save them this time? All bets are off
when it’s every man for themselves in this series’ finale.
Park Rose is a story based on actual events that occurred in my life growing up. I
titled the book Park Rose because Park Rose was a street I lived on in Duarte,
California, a very nice, quiet neighborhood in the Monrovia area. Our house
wasn’t right in the middle of the neighborhood, but I’m sure all the screams and
sounds coming from that house made it the center of the neighborhood attention.
I will never forget the things that occurred on Park Rose and in my life thereafter.
God has brought me a might long way. Without God, I know I would not be here
being able to share my testimony with you all. I also wanted to make awareness
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to mental illness. Enduring through years of abuse, my mother was not able to
care for us appropriately anymore. She is not able to care for herself today.
Abuse doesn’t just end when the abuse stops; it continues for years without the
proper help.
Sammi is a car salesman, a family man, and an addict. Bored with his personal
life, Sammi spends ridiculous amounts of money on women, booze, and drugs.
Unfortunately now Sammi cannot endure long without a hit of something from his
dealer, Luci. But little does he know that the high he desperately seeks will
eventually lead him to seal his fate. Constable Johnson is a police officer who
has just pulled over a car thief. “Fully Loaded,” as he is called on the street, is
not just another pretty face. He is a law school graduate who gets a rush from
stealing cars. Johnson hates to draw his gun. But when he does, what happens
next will surprise everyone. As their granddaughter, Homa, looks on, Ahmadi and
Bandar have an animated discussion under a window. Homa is fascinated by her
grandfathers, especially when they talk about their home country, Iran. As the
men continue, they have no idea another is listening, learning, and contemplating
his own life from the window above. Under My Window is a collection of stories
that reflect sacrifices made for love as diverse characters attempt to find purpose
and discover that perfection is impossible.
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Peter’s architectural ability removed him from his Spanish homeland, spiriting
him off to London and a brief sojourn in Malaysia; yet he was always magnetised
back to the biggest love in his life... his mother. Sardana Encore welcomes the
reader back like an old friend. The now thriving Martinez hotel reaches the end of
its first season and Pedro – influenced by the family priest to see himself as
‘Peter’, the international traveller – prepares to begin studies in London and life
with flatmates, who in time join the family circle. However, milestone events on
his journey leave an indelible mark on his life. A balance is struck to no lesser
extent than the fairytale romantic interlude in Malaysia, where Peter’s emotional
taste buds are discovered. In the UK, as he embarks on a successful career, his
Catalan ties still bind and seeds there take root... and the bitter fruits of an
ancient enmity are laid ready to be reaped...
The Ranger Lives for the Hunt - The Outlaw Lives for the Killing - Now They Are About
to Come Face to Face at Last. Arizona Ranger Sam Burrack is a man of courage with a
lightning-quick draw. His goal is swift justice, and his aim is as sure as death. With a .58
caliber rifle behind his saddle and a list of outlaws next to his heart, he tracks his prey
relentlessly, alone, and to the bitter end. No one under the badlands sun would put the
Ranger’s skills to the test like Montana Red Hollis, a man more brutal than any beast
and more cunning than any desperado the Ranger has ever hunted. No one is safe
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from the wrath of Montana Red and, until the Ranger took up the search, no one was
brave enough to stop him. Now, on the high badlands where the fastest gun rules and
only the strongest survive, a bloodthirsty killer is about to meet his match. From master
storyteller Ralph Cotton comes an extraordinary story about lawmen and the
lawless—and of gun justice in the rugged American West.
What would you do if Satan confronted you one day? The Devil's Edge is a sometimes
witty, sometimes twisted collection of short stories by author M. L. Barrios that shows
Satan doing his best to exact his pound of human flesh from everyday folks just trying
to get through life with all their fingers and toes. Take Allison, ready to jump and end it
all, rather than face her problems, but for the dark man, who suddenly appears, turning
something like simple suicide into a real mess. Or there's Jeremy, the brilliant and
greedy scientist who wants to know it all, literally, and he ends up knowing more than
he bargained for, with the help of a dark stranger. And then there is Rex, the skeptical,
but ambitious, reporter who doesn't believe in Devils, even when they wear the right
costume, but he learns a cautionary tale about humility the hard way. Each challenges
the Great Deceiver and faces his or her own Faustian bargain: some win, some lose,
and some lose everything. Written with dark humor and masterful prose, The Devil's
Edge is pure entertainment that will keep you thinking while it surprises you with
unexpected twists and turns.
Lucy Damarus is a Vice cop, working undercover on the streets. With seventeen files of
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missing prostitutes and three dead bodies, Lucy must risk her life to solve the case
before the numbers grow higher. As the case unfolds, she learns she is a target of the
conspiracy. Painfully, Lucy learns who the players are of the game. She must race to
rescue the women or fall victim to the evil scheme. Figment is a man from Lucy's past,
with street connections and the protection of a powerful businessman. Quietly, he
watches over Lucy and her girls on the street. He has spoken his love for Lucy, but not
pressed her for a response. When he decides to help her with the case, he finds
himself entangled in the conspiracy that costs him everything he loves. Amidst car
chases, explosions, and betrayals, Lucy and Figment embark on a perilous adventure
to rescue the girls, save themselves and solve the case. The tasks facing Lucy are
great. Can Lucy catch the man responsible and protect herself and the women? And
can she confront her feelings and solve the mystery of the man named Figment?
After sixth grade, the very worst year of his life, Rafe Khatchadorian thinks he has it
made in seventh grade. He's been accepted to art school in the big city and imagines a
math-and-history-free fun zone. Wrong! It's more competitive than Rafe ever expected,
and to score big in class, he needs to find a way to turn his boring life into the
inspiration for a work of art. His method? Operation: Get a Life! Anything he's never
done before, he's going to do it, from learning to play poker to going to a modern art
museum. But when his newest mission uncovers secrets about the family Rafe's never
known, he has to decide if he's ready to have his world turned upside down. James
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Patterson's winning follow-up to Middle School: The Worst Years of My Life is another
riotous and heart-warming story about living large.
Make storytelling a part of your daily curriculum! This practical guide from Nile Stanley
and Brett Dillingham shows busy K8 teachers how to use storytelling to motivate and
engage all readers and writers while supporting the standards. Mini-lessons at
beginning, intermediate, and advanced levels help teachers weave storytelling into the
fabric of today's standards-based classroom and construct their own skillful literacy
lessons. Reluctant and striving readers and writers, English language learners, and
even more advanced storytellers will love the confidence they gain as they move from
developing to delivering a variety of stories for a variety of audiences. Teachers will
love the many benefits of "performance literacy," or teaching children how to write and
perform stories: [[ Develop literacy skillslanguage, vocabulary, comprehension, writing
process, speaking, and listeningalong with performance skills and self-expression; [[
Easily integrate learning across the content areas; [[ Deepen the connection between
home, school, and community; [[ Promote students' creativity and activate their prior
knowledge; [[ Encourage respect and self-improvement as students learn to critique
each other's stories and performances in a non-threatening manner. Developing
Literacy Through Storytelling comes complete with a story index, curriculum tie-ins,
digital storytelling tips, and information for using the companion website with
supplemental multimedia. An audio CD includes more than 70 minutes of stories and
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songs from the authors themselves, in addition to other well-known storytellers,
performers, and educators: Karen Alexander, John Archambault, David Plummer,
HeatherForest, Brenda Hollingsworth-Marley, Gene Tagaban, and Allan Wolf. Don't just
teach literacyperform it!
Two young, female patients are found dead in a semi-private mental hospital in
Queens. Each is found on the floor in their rooms, jugulars slashed. The hospital
classifies them as suicides—but when a third patient is found dead, a terrifying question
arises: is there a serial killer on the loose in the hospital? The FBI Behavioral Unit calls
in its star criminal profiler, Tracy Wrenn, to provide her unique insights to crack the
case. Immersed in the world of the hospital, Tracy encounters a wide array of disturbing
and perplexing characters, each with their own level of psychosis. Tracy must plunge
into the depths of the disturbed minds of both inmates and staff as she tries to sort out
what is real and what is fantasy, and as she begins to learn just how twisted the human
mind can be. A shocking twist culminates in an ending Tracy can never expect, as she
finds herself on the brink—and can only hope to return. Book #3 in The Killing Game will
be released soon.
Bestselling Andy McNab and award-winning Phil Earle join forces for the very first time,
and the results are hilarious! Danny Mack's mates are brilliant: there's his best mate
Giraffles (yeh, you read that right), so-called because of his unusually long neck; the
MandM twins (you got it - like the chocolate) who are always finishing each other's
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sentences; and Lucky Success, who, well I reckon you can guess how he got his name.
They're the best mates a kid could ask for, and when an epic school trip is announced,
they're all properly made up about it. Because school trips are just an excuse to have a
big laugh with your mates, right? Erm, WRONG. Let's just say that this is a school trip
like no other, and Danny, Giraffles, Lucky and the MandMs have got a real challenge
on their hands. Will they make it through? If Danny has anything to do with it, you bet
they will! Brilliantly illustrated by Robin Boydon, illustrator of David Solomon's My ArchEnemy is a Brain in a Jar, and full of laughs and a lot of heart, Get Me Out of Here! is
without a doubt the book of the year.
This condensed anthology reproduces close to a dozen plays from Xiaomei Chen's wellreceived original collection, The Columbia Anthology of Modern Chinese Drama, along
with her critical introduction to the historical, cultural, and aesthetic evolution of
twentieth-century Chinese spoken drama. Comprising representative works from the
Republican era to postsocialist China, the book encapsulates the revolutionary
rethinking of Chinese theater and performance that began in the late Qing dynasty and
vividly portrays the uncertainty and anxiety brought on by modernism, socialism,
political conflict, and war. Chosen works from 1919 to 1990 also highlight the formation
of national and gender identities during a period of tremendous social, cultural, and
political change in China and the genesis of contemporary attitudes toward the West.
PRC theater tracks the rise of communism, juxtaposing ideals of Chinese socialism
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against the sacrifices made for a new society. Post-Mao drama addresses the nation's
socialist legacy, its attempt to reexamine its cultural roots, and postsocialist reflections
on critical issues such as nation, class, gender, and collective memories. An essential,
portable guide for easy reference and classroom use, this abridgment provides a
concise yet well-rounded survey of China's theatricality and representation of political
life. The original work not only established a canon of modern Chinese drama in the
West but also made it available for the first time in English in a single volume.
Middle School: Get Me Out of Here!Yuan Liu/Tsai Fong Books
Rift in the Races (Book 2 of The Galactic Mage series) follows the continuing story of
powerful Prosperion sorcerer Altin Meade and feisty Earth-fleet officer Orli Pewter in the
fight against the mysterious alien Hostiles. The Earth fleet is now moving to take
advantage of its recent victory. With better combat strategies and Prosperion wizards
only a blink away, the time has come to finish the job they set out to do: destroying the
Hostiles. But complications arise. Altin's discovery of space-traveling humans from
distant Earth has threatened ancient and foundational beliefs for the people of his
world. The shockwaves from this revelation begin to unravel a long-standing but
precarious balance of power. With her eyes to the sky and all its galactic possibilities,
Prosperion's War Queen soon finds her realm on the brink of chaos. Together, Altin
and Orli must once again find a way to mediate the forces of pride, frustration and fear
between their two peoples, or both planets will be destroyed. What ensues is an actionPage 20/23
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packed, laser-blasting magic ride through space, war, romance and conspiracy--a
thrilling tale of alliances and alien hostility. Unfortunately, sometimes "alien hostility" is a
matter of perspective. *** Rift in the Races is the second book in The Galactic Mage
series. Book 1, The Galactic Mage, and Book 3, Hostiles, are now available. Book 4,
Alien Arrivals, is underway and expected in summer 2014 and a prequel, Ilbei
Spadebreaker and the Harpy's Wild, is expected in March 2014.
A deeply troubled woman, Debra DeVereaux, is admitted to a hospital psychiatric ward
in 1985 under suicide watch. Intrigued by her dreams and insistence that she speaks
directly to God, a psychotherapist teams up with the hospital's chaplain to unravel the
mystery of Untold Secrets. Debra is like every woman, seeking to understand why;
even like many women, walking a fine line between sanity and insanity. But she is a
unique woman, confronting God in this "Road to Damascus" experience. Emotionally,
Debra is spent. Spiritually, she is hanging by a tether. The key to stopping her
downward spiral, is unlocking doors to not only her past, but to past generations. What
bearing could Mary Todd Lincoln's secret have on Debra DeVereaux? How could Laura
Todd's marriage to a Kansas marshall have any impact? How did Debra's mother wind
up on the orphan train? Readers will find "Untold Secrets "has it all: romance,
suspense, inspiration. The author does not shy away from the demons of sickness:
rape, murder, adultery, kidnapping, abandonment, abuse and addiction. Her science
versus spirituality approach to discovering the truth lends itself to interesting book
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discussions. Can memories be genetically transferred through DNA? Are dreams gifts
from God?
In Staying Happy, Healthy and Hot, author and Rock and Roll Hall of Fame radio
personality Dick Summer introduces us to his brand new “Louie Louie Generation.”
Louie Louie Ladies and Lads don’t look like the people in the beer commercials with
their fancy abs and perky breasts any more. But like their theme song, they have an
avalanche of “attitude.” It’s a happy attitude. And as you know, being happy helps
keep you healthy. And when you’re healthy you tend to be hot. Staying Happy, Healthy
And Hot is a collection of true stories about Dick Summer’s life as a husband, a father,
a grandfather, and just an every day guy. There are stories about his days as a national
broadcasting personality, his career as a hypnotherapist and his passion for flying his
airplane. But mostly it tells about his long, hot romance with his wife Barbara, or as he
calls her, “My Lady Wonder Wench.” With humor and candor, this memoir shows how
one man refuses to allow all the candles on his birthday cake to set off any sprinkler
system that could put out the fire in his love affair with life, and with his wife.
When a mysterious figure starts murdering prostitutes, the NYPD is on the case and
they, once again, turn to Detective Smith's psychic daughter;Carol Anne for help finding
the perpetrator, but in order to do so, Detective Smith has to return to The Cedar Grove
Home for the Criminally Insane, where Carol Anne is still an in-patient.Will Carol Anne
be able to help her father and the NYPD catch the killer before he can strike again and
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will Carol Anne be his last victi
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